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First~order

phase transition induced by quantum fluctuations
in Heisenberg hellmagnets
A. B. Harrisa )
Department of Theoretical Physics, 1 Keble Road., Oxford, OX1 3NP. United Kingdom and School of
Physics and Astronomy, Tel Aviv University, Ramal Aviv, 69978, Tel Aviv, Israel

E. Rastelli
Dipartimento di Fisica dell'Universita: 43100 Parma, Italy

The ground-state energy of a spin-density wave of wave vector Q in a Heisenberg ferromagnet
with competing interactions is calculated for small Q as Ea(Q) = Eo(O) + A JQ2
+ A2Q 4 + .... The coefficients A I and A2 are calculated exactly at zero temperature in the
limit as the ferromagnet to helix transition is approached. For some ranges of parameters we
find that quantum zero point motion causes A2 to become negative thus leading to a first-order
transition not present in the classical system.

It is well known that Heisenberg systems with competing exchange interactions can produce a very rich phase diagram, induding not only ferromagnetic (F) and antiferromagnetic (AF) phases, but also helical (H) phases. 1,2 In
particular we consider a Heisenberg system of quantum
spins of magnitude S at temperature T = 0 on a hexagonal
Bravais lattice governed by the Hamiltonian
(1)

where (i, j) indicates a sum over pairs of sites i, j and the J i j
are as follows. Between nearest neighbors in adjacent basal
planes J i j = J' is ferromagnetic. In a basal plane the interactions between nearest neighbors J I are ferromagnetic, between second and third neighbors J 2 and J, can have either
sign. In this paper we shan be concerned with H phases described by a wave vector Q such that Si (r j ) is in the direction
Si (li)

= S [COS(Q·fi )Y< -

sin(Q'r i )xcl

'

(2)

where (xe,y",zc) is a coordinate axis fixed with respect to
the crystal axes: Zc lies along the crystal c axis, and Xc lies in
the basal plane along a nearest-neighbor direction. Since the
model we consider has no anisotropy, we assume arbitrarily
that the spins always lie in a basal plane. Also, since J' is
ferromagnetic, Q will also always lie in a basal plane. (The
hexagonal lattice we treat is simple, not close packed, so all
spins on a given line paranel to the crystal c axis are parallel
to one another.) In the classical approximation (Le., for
S -> 00 ) the phase diagram 2 in the parameter spacej2 = JzIJ I
and j3 = J31J 1 is divided into five regions corresponding to
F, AF, H, and 120" phases, as shown in Fig. 1. The phases H2
and H J differ in that for the former Q lies along an in-plane
nearest-neighbor direction, SI' whereas for the latter Q lies
along an in-plane second neighbor direction, i.e., Q 1 &1' In
the classical approximation the F-H and AF-H J transitions
are continuous. (For the F-H transition to be continuous, Q
in the H phase must tend to zero as the phase boundary is
approached. )
a)
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It is of interest to know how quantum corrections3,4 (for
finite S) affect the above conclusions. Clearly the groundstate energy per spin, E G , of the F phase has no quantum
corrections, whereas other phases have a lower energy due to
zero point motion. However, to treat the effect of zero-point
motion on the transitions in a clear way is not easy, The most
serious problem concerns the value of Q. Near a phase
boundary the correct value of Q can be one for which the
classical spin-wave Hamiltonian has unstable modes, and is
therefore an inconvenient starting point for a conventional
perturbation theory. To avoid such problems we determine
the F-R phase boundary by a Landau-type construction in
which the ground-state energy of a helical state of wave vector Q in the basal plane is calculated in powers of Q for small

Q:
EG(Q) =E~) +AIQ2 +A2Q 4

+ K~Q6 cos(68Q )

<

+ ...
••

,

(3)

where OQ is the angle between Q and Sj' Note that the inplane anisotropy first enters at order Q 6 and that K ~ > 0
leads to Qll)l and K ~ < 0 to QI18\. Within the F phase
A j > O. As the F -R transition is approached A i -> O. If the FH transition is continuous, then at the phase transition
A 2 > 0, whereas if A2 < 0, the transition is discontinous. In
the classical approximation 2

+ 3jz + 4j3) ,
(4a)
S2
A ~l = -1:/1 (1 + 9jz + 16j3) ,
(4b)
where the superscript c1 indicates the classical (S = 00) value. Thus, classically, A2 > 0 along the entire F-R phase
boundary ABC in Fig. 1. In this paper we study quantum
corrections to A\ and A z over the entire range of the F-H
transition. In previous work 5 we have found that quantum
fluctuations gave a negative contribution to 04 2 , but did not
change the sign of A2 for the case considered unless uniaxial
anisotropy was invoked. The new result of the present paper
is that this quantum effect becomes large enough in the vicinity of the multicritical points labeled A and C in Fig. 1 to
cause A2 to become negative. As we shall discuss, this phenomenon is due to the extreme softness of spin waves in these
vicinities.
A ~l = ~JIS2(1
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H(Q)

= LE" (Q)akt- Gk + _1_
x8(1

A

L

$1234(Q)

2NS 1.2.3,4

k

+2-

3 - 4)at ala 3 a"

1

+"2 .IBk(Q)(Gka_ k +ak+a~k)

+E~(Q),

(9)
where
(10)

FIG. l. Phase diagram 2 lit T = 0 of the classical Heisenberg helimagnet
with reduced exchange interactions]2 and), as discussed in the text with
ferromagnetic in-plane interactions. On the H-F phase boundary,
1 + 3j2 + 4j3 = 0, and on the H,-Hz phase boundary i2 = 2j3.

We now describe briefly the calculation of A 1 and A 2 at
T = O. Full details are given elsewhere. 6 To calculate quantum corrections we use the Dyson-Maleev transformation 7.H

s/

=.S; + is·r = {is (1 -

a/ aJ2S)a i

(5a)

,

-=
-sx
'sy - i2S-a i+ '
S{
i-1j-'I

(5b)
(5c)

z

z

where i, y, and are local axes for spin i such that is a unit
vector in the direction of Su as given by Eq. (2). For the F
phase where is independent of i, one has (Q = 0) and the
Hamiltonian is

z

H(Q = 0)

= EG (Q = 0) + L>=k (Q = O)ak+ a"
1

+ -- I

2NS 1•2.3,4

+2-

x8(1
=EG(O)

"
<1>1234(Q

The only terms in the complete H(Q) which have nonzero
matrix elements with the ferromagnetic ground state are the
pair creation and pair annihilation terms written in the third
lineofEq. (9). Note thatBk CQ) ~ Q 2. This fact implies that
corrections to the classical value of EG are of order Q4 at
least: Aj has no quantum corrections. To evaluate A2 we
study
EG(Q)

Ho = 2):k (O)a k+ Ok
k

and V thereforeindudesallothertermsinH(Q). Since <01 V
and V 10) are each of order Q 2, we see that all other V's appearing in Eq. (11) can be evaluated at Q = 0, i.e, we may
set V = VDM for such "internal" V's. Thus, if
=

IBk (Q)akia +

k

= h.c.( V 2") ,

(12)

"

= 0)

+Ho + VDM ,

(11)

where Vis the perturbation, ( )" indicates that only connected diagrams are used, and G= (Eo - Ho) - I . For this calculation we take

V 2+

3 - 4)at a/ O}G4

=E~(Q) + (OlVnt}GV)"IO)c'

where h.c. indicates hermitian conjugate, we may then write

(6)

EG(Q) =E~(Q)

+ (OIV2-GV2+IO)
(13)

(7)

where €" (Q = 0) is the energy ofa ferromagnetic spin wave
of wave vector k,

where

tOM

tDM

is the t matrix for repeated scatterings by VOM :

= VDM

+ VDM GtDM

.

(14)

Thus, our formal result is
AI=A~I,

in the second term 1 denotes k" 2 denotes k2' etc., and $1234
is the famous Dyson-Maleev interaction potentia1. 7 •8 Both
Ek and <1> depend on an the J's. For small wave vectors in the
basal plane one has
Ek

(Q

= 0) = 3J1Sa 2ki (1 + 3j2 + 4i3)
-iVI S a

4

kiO+9j2+ 16j3) ,

(8)

where k f = k ~ + k;, and a is the nearest-neighbor separation. This dispersion relation indicates that an instability in
basal plane spin waves occurs at the F-H phase boundary, as
one would expect.
When Q is no longer zero, E" and $1234 are modified,
but also many additional terms arise. Of these we write here
only those which affect the calculation of AI and A z. Thus,
we write for small Q:
3084
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A2=A~I+c5A2'

(15)

where

OA2 =

«OW 2- GV t

iO)

+ (OjV 2- GtDM GV t 10) )IQ4 .
(16)

Here we have used the fact that the only form of order Q 4
consistent with hexagonal symmetry is Q 4. (In order Q 6 we
would get contributions to both A 3 and K ~.)
The detailed construction of tDM and evaluation of 8A 2
are given in a full paper. 6 Here we make a few comments on
the results. A crucial result is that A2 becomes negative on
the F-H phase boundary at T = 0 near the multicritical
points A and C of Fig. 1. For J' 1J = 0.1 and S = !, we find
A z < 0 for j3 < - 0.913 andj3 > 0.168, so the largest effect is
near A. The region over which A2 is negative decreases as
either S or J' is increased. As S increases quantum fluctuA. B. Harris and E. Rastelli
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ations are reduced. As J' increases, the spin waves become
stiffer and reduce the fluctuations. However, even for J' = J I
and S =~, A2 is negative, leading to a first-order transition,
for a significant range (0. 36 <i~ < 0.5) of the F -H transition.
That the first order region is large near A is attri.buted to the
extreme softness of basal plane spin waves. All aiong the F -H
transition Ek -c,k'i + czk;, but c1-+O atA, so atA Ek -k~
for basal piane spin waves, leading to large fluctuation effects. The points on the line ABC where A z becomes negative
may be denoted A ' and C '. From a separate total energy
calculation one can determine to order 1/S the locations A "
and C" of the multicritical points where three phases coexist.
Since the point C' is very close to C, we believe that it lies in
the interval C-C", in which case the F-H z transition would
always be continuous. In contrast, quantum fluctuations
cause A ' to be rather far from A, so that A ' falls outside the
interval A-A". Thus, we expect that there is actually a regime in which the F-H! transition is discontinuous.
This work also leaves several issues unresolved. In the
regime where the F-H transition is discontinuous it would be
of interest to estimate the size ofthe disconti.nuity in Q as a
function of the exchange parameters. Finally, a major question which we have not addressed is whether this phenomenon occurs for nonzero temperature.
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